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PREZZI PER PERSONA-JUNIORES-SENIORES-CANE NON INCLUSI

LISTINO PREZZI
PRICES
PREISLISTE

ACCOMMODATIONS

CAMPING & CARAVANING

PREZZI PER NOTTE / PRICES PER NIGHT
PREISE PRO NACHT

PIAZZOLA - PITCH - STELLPLATZ
PIAZZOLA - PITCH - STELLPLATZ

SUPER

Solo a prenotazione / Reservation
required / Nur gegen Reservierung

10/04 - 21/05 01/04 - 09/04 22/05 - 18/06 19/06 - 02/07
03/07 - 09/07 10/07 - 20/08
21/08 - 27/08
11/09 - 11/10
28/08 - 10/09

10/07 - 20/08

148,50

220,50

254,10 283,40

313,90

329,60

GARDEN VILLA

104,90

178,60

212,00 231,20

269,70

283,20

DE LUXE

6+1

95,50

164,40

190,40 207,30

248,30

260,70

5

89,00

157,40

180,70 198,80 234,30 246,00

28,40

33,20

34,20

ART STYLE

5+1

79,50

153,40

167,90

182,50

217,60

228,50

16,70

20,50

28,90

29,30

33,60

39,90

41,10

AIR LODGE

5

72,40

143,60

146,90

159,90

189,90

199,40

5,50

6,50

9,20

9,50

11,20

13,60

14,10

SEA LODGE

5

69,80

142,00

144,00

155,00

178,10

187,00

7,10

7,30

8,20

9,80

10,10

VENEZIA

6

67,60

136,80

138,30 149,60

175,80

181,10

COMFORT SUPER

4

65,40

121,70

128,60

137,80

154,30

158,90

COMFORT NORMALE

4

62,30

117,60

120,80 129,60

143,70

148,00

2+1

67,80

127,60

127,80 138,80

151,10

158,70

4

57,20

113,60

119,90 126,20

136,30

140,40

CAMERA / ROOM / ZIMMER 2

37,40

59,70

69,60

82,40

84,90

REX LODGE

78,00

144,40

148,00 160,80

199,10

205,10

4,90

5,50

8,00

8,10

9,70

11,40

11,80

EXTRA AUTO / PICCOLA TENDA / MOTO
EXTRA CAR / SMALL TENT / MOTOR-CYCLE
ZUSÄTZL. AUTO / KLEINES ZELT / MOTORRAD

4,00

5,00

6,00

10,00

11,00

12,00

12,50

CANE - DOG - HUND

2,20

3,00

4,40

4,60

5,50

6,90

7,10

7,50

9,00

10,00

12,00

13,00

15,00

16,00

Nati fino al / Geburtsjahre bis / Born till 1953

VISITATORI / VISITORS / BESUCHER AquaMarina

EXTRA: Tassa di soggiorno / Tourist tax / Kurtaxe
JUNIOR BABY

01/04 - 30/06 & 01/09 - 11/10
Sconto (solo sulla piazzola) notti
Discount (pitch only) nights
Rabatt (nur auf Stellplatzgebühr) Nächte

14 = 5%
21 = 8%
28 = 10%

Nati nel
Born in
Geboren im Jahr

2020 & 2021

2

notti
nights
Nächte

Le partenze devono avvenire entro le ore 12.00.
Departures must occur before 12.00 a.m.
Die Abfahrt muss vor 12.00 Uhr erfolgen.

MARINA OPEN
PREZZI PER NOTTE, PERSONE INCLUSE
PRICES PER NIGHT, PERSONS INCLUDED
PREISE PRO NACHT, PERSONEN INBEGRIFFEN

GRATIS

Permanenza minima
Minimum stay
Mindestaufenthalt
Pagamento soggiorno
Payments
Abrechnung

7

notti
nights
Nächte

8.00 - 12.00 / 16.00 -19.00

APERTO TUTTO L’ANNO / OPEN ALL YEAR LONG / DAS GANZE JAHR GEÖFFNET
01/01 - 31/03
12/10 - 31/12

01/04 - 21/05
11/09 - 11/10

22/05 - 18/06
28/08 - 10/09

FLOWER STYLE
LAGUNA

4

PREZZI PER NOTTE / PRICES PER NIGHT
PREISE PRO NACHT

19/06 - 27/08

5,50

Nati dal / Geburtsjahre / Born from
1954 al-bis-till 2015

JUNIORES

6,50

PROMO 2021 GRATIS

Nati dal / Geburtsjahre / Born from
2016 al-bis-till 2019

SENIORES

Nati fino al / Geburtsjahre bis / Born till 1953

AUTO o MOTO
EXTRA CAR or MOTOR-CYCLE
ZUSÄTZL. AUTO o. MOTORRAD
CANE solo per
DOG only for REX LODGE
HUND nur für
VISITATORI / VISITORS / BESUCHER Aqua
Marina
Senza accesso / No admittance / Kein Eintritt

}

Park

9,20

9,50

11,20

13,60

14,10

7,10

7,30

8,20

9,80

10,10

4,90

5,50

8,00

8,10

9,70

11,40

11,80

4,00

5,00

6,00

10,00

11,00

12,00

12,50

2,20

3,00

4,40

4,60

5,50

6,90

7,10

7,50

9,00

10,00

12,00

13,00

15,00

16,00

GONDOLA 4P

120,00

155,00

220,00

245,00

AQUA LODGE

CAMPIELLO 4P

120,00

155,00

220,00

245,00

EXTRA: Tassa di soggiorno / Tourist tax / Kurtaxe

ALTANA 4P

120,00

155,00

220,00

245,00

BRICOLA 2P

90,00

115,00

170,00

195,00

Animali non ammessi
No animals admitted
Tiere nicht zugelassen

Le partenze devono avvenire entro le ore 12.00.
Departures must occur before 12.00 a.m.
Die Abfahrt muss vor 12.00 Uhr erfolgen.

Arrivi/Ricezione
Arrivals/Reception
Ankünfte/Aufnahme

01/01 - 21/05 & 11/09 - 31/12
Permanenza minima
Minimum stay
Mindestaufenthalt

3

17.00 - 20.00

Permanenza minima
Minimum stay
Mindestaufenthalt

Animali non amme ssi / No animals admitted / Tiere nicht zugelassen

EXTRA: Tassa di soggiorno / Tourist tax / Kurtaxe

7

Arrivi/Ricezione
Arrivals/Reception
Ankünfte/Aufnahme

Le partenze devono avvenire entro le ore 10.00.
Departures must occur before 10.00 a.m.
Die Abfahrt muss vor 10.00 Uhr erfolgen.

PREZZI E DISPONIBILITÀ SOLO ON LINE
A PARTIRE DA GENNAIO

17.00 - 21.00

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY ONLY ONLINE FROM JANUARY
PREISE UND VERFÜGBARKEIT NUR ONLINE AB JANUAR

Permanenza minima
Minimum stay
Mindestaufenthalt
Pagamento soggiorno
Payments
Abrechnung

4

notti
nights
Nächte

8.00 - 12.00 / 16.00 -19.00

L’ingresso a visitatori o ospiti giornalieri di campeggiatori è consentito solo a pagamento e a discrezione della direzione con apposita autorizzazione, che comunque non consente l’utilizzo dell’Aquamarina Park. Ogni ospite deve indossare un braccialetto per tutta la durata del soggiorno.

22/05 - 10/09
notti
nights
Nächte

64,70

10/04 - 21/05 01/04 - 09/04 22/05 - 18/06 19/06 - 02/07
03/07 - 09/07 10/07 - 20/08
11/09 - 11/10
28/08 - 10/09
21/08 - 27/08

PERSONA - PERSON

10/07 - 27/08

01/04 - 09/07 & 28/08 - 11/10
Permanenza minima
Minimum stay
Mindestaufenthalt

5
5+1

GREEN LODGE

03/07 - 09/07

21/08 - 27/08

24,10

SENIORES

}

MARINA LODGE

19/06 - 02/07

23,70

PROMO 2021 GRATIS

Senza accesso / No admittance / Kein Eintritt Park

22/05 - 18/06
28/08 - 10/09

16,50

Nati dal / Geburtsjahre / Born from
1954 al-bis-till 2015
Nati dal / Geburtsjahre / Born from
2016 al-bis-till 2019

01/04 - 21/05
11/09 - 11/10

PREISE FÜR PERSONEN
JUNIOREN-SENIOREN-HUND NICHT INBEGRIFFEN

13,60

PERSONA - PERSON
JUNIORES

PREZZI PER NOTTE / PRICES PER NIGHT LETTI/BEDS
PREISE PRO NACHT
BETTEN

PRICES FOR PERSONS-JUNIORES-SENIORES-DOG NOT INCLUDED

notti
nights
Nächte

The entrance to visitors or daily guests of our campers is allowed only against payment and at the discretion of the campsite management, with a specific authorization.
Anyway visitors and daily guests of our campers are not allowed in the Aquamarina Park. Each guest has to wear a wristband for the duration of their stay.
Der Eintritt zum Campingplatz für Besucher oder Tagesbesucher unserer Camper ist nur nach Genehmigung durch die Campingleitung und auf jeden Fall gegen Bezahlung
einer Eintrittskarte erlaubt. Der Zutritt zum Aquamarina Park ist für Besucher oder Tagesbesucher unserer Camper auf keinen Fall gestattet. Jeder Gast muß ein Armband für
die Dauer des Aufenthaltes tragen.

Divieto di circolazione / Traffic ban / Fahrverbot

13.00 - 15.00 & 23.30 - 7.00

Tour
operator

Zona prenotata
Reservierbarer Bereich
Reserved zone

SuperPlatz
- WIFI
- 16A
- SAT

Booking
on line

Zona libera
Freies Areal
Free zone

Zona clienti
con cane
Hundeplatz
Dog zone

Luogo di raccolta
Treffpunkt
Meeting point

Piano di emergenza
Notfallplan
Emergency plan

€

Ufficio Informazioni / Informationsbüro
Information office & Internet Corner

1

MARINA LODGE

Cassa / Kassenbüro / Cash Office

2

GARDEN VILLA

3

DE LUXE

4

GREEN LODGE

5

ART STYLE

6

AIR LODGE

7

SEA LODGE

8

VENEZIA

9

COMFORT SUPER

Chiesa / Kirche / Church
Accesso con cani / Hundeplatz / Dog zone

A
C
D
E
F

Ufficio animazione / Animationsbüro / Animation Office
Corsia di lancio per barche / Bootsschneise / Sailing lane
Noleggio bici / Fahrradverleih / Rent a bike
Uscita / Ausfahrt /Exit / Tour Operator
Bar-Snacks & Gelateria / Eisdiele / Ice parlour

G1

Ristorante Piazza Marina

G2
G3

Ristorante La Terrazza

10

COMFORT NORMALE

Ristorante Piacermio

11

FLOWER STYLE

G4

Ristorante Calici e Mare

12

LAGUNA

G5

Ristorante NEW!

13

CAMERA/ZIMMER/ROOM

14

REX LODGE

15

AQUA LODGE

16

MARINA OPEN

K Kirche Unterwegs
L Lavanderia / Wäscherei / Laundry
alimentare / Lebensmittel Automat
M Distributore
Foodstuff distributors
N Negozi / Geschäfte / Shops
R Reception
S1 Supermarket
S2 Minimarket
T Car wash & Camper Service
U Sottopasso / Unterführung / Underpass
barche / Bootsstellplatz
V Parcheggio
Boat parking area
WC

1

Servizi igienici / Waschhäuser
Sanitary blocks 1-10

Colonnina ricarica auto elettriche
Ladestation für Elektroautos
Car charging station
Giochi
Playgrounds
Kinderspielbereiche
Medico / Arzt / Doctor
Doctor DOG

H

Atterraggio elisoccorso
Landeplatz Rettungshubschrauber
Landing rescue helicopter
Servizio salvataggio
Rettungsschwimmer
Lifeguard

Gentili Ospiti,

pag. 2

Questo quaderno è dedicato a voi.
La Direzione vi augura un piacevole soggiorno e vi consiglia di
consultare il presente regolamento, anche esposto all’ingresso
del campeggio assieme al listino prezzi, poiché l’atto d’entrata
ne costituisce accettazione senza riserve.
Le sue norme hanno lo scopo di creare le migliori condizioni
per una convivenza rispettosa all’interno del camping village.

Liebe Gäste,

pag. 22

Diese Broschüre ist ganz Ihnen gewidmet.
Die Direktion wünscht Ihnen einen angenehmen Aufenthalt
und empfiehlt Ihnen, die vorliegende, auch am Eingang des
Campingplatzes gemeinsam mit der Preisliste ausgehängte
Campingordnung durchzulesen, denn durch den Zutritt
erklären sich die Gäste vorbehaltlos mit ihr einverstanden.
Die einzelnen Bestimmungen beabsichtigen, die besten
Bedingungen für ein respektvolles Zusammenleben innerhalb
des Camping Village zu schaffen.

Dear Guests,

pag. 44

This booklet is just for you.
The Management would like to wish you an enjoyable stay and
kindly asks you to read these rules, which are also on display at
the campsite entrance together with the price list, as entering
the site implies your unreserved acceptance.
The purpose of these regulations is to create the best conditions
possible for guests to respectfully live together inside the
camping village.

Check-in and Check-out

page 48

Together on the campsite

page 50

Offices

page 51

Accommodation

page 53

Life on the campsite
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page 46
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Bookings for the new season
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Cash office
Camping Pass Office
Tour operator office
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Internet Corner
Camping & Caravanning
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Think Green
The sea
On the beach with your dog
Driving inside the campsite
Siesta times
Play areas
Wi-Fi and TV

AquaMarina Park
page 58 Sport and entertainment
page 57

Entertainment programme

page 60

Safety

Fire prevention
When to alert members of staff
Emergency plan
First Aid
Vet
Security
Supervisors (staff)

Responsibility
page 62 Certifications
page 62

Awards
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Gadgets
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Welcome
to vacation.
We remind you that:
REGISTRATION AND IDENTITY DOCUMENT
UPON ARRIVAL - Page 46, paragraph 1
UPON DEPARTURE - Page 46 and 47, paragraph 7 and 9

DECLARATION OF ARRIVAL

Don’t forget to fill in and return the Declaration of Arrival to the Camping Pass Office.
Not necessary if you have already filled the check-in online form.
Page 46, paragraph 4

DRIVING INSIDE THE CAMPSITE
Page 55, from paragraph 9 to paragraph 13

SIESTA TIME

Page 56, from paragraph 14 to paragraph 18
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n
ck-I-Out.
CandheCheck
UPON ARRIVAL

1. Registration is compulsory and an identity document must be provided for each
person and dog. ID documents will be kept at the cash office € until check-out.
For Guests staying with a tour operator, documents will be kept at the Exit in the tour
operator office E . Please be reminded that Public Safety regulations require every
person who enters the camping village to register.
2. You will be provided with an entry bracelet, which you must wear around your wrist
for the duration of your stay.
3. A Car Pass must be displayed in a visible position on your car’s windscreen.
4. You will receive a Declaration of Arrival, which you must fill in and return to the
Camping Pass Office R by the next day (9.00-13.00 and 15.00-21.00) in order
to confirm valid registration. Please be reminded that the person indicated on the
Declaration of Arrival, the group leader, will be held personally and criminally
responsible for failure to complete said registration.
5. At the Camping Pass Office, you’ll receive a personal Camping Pass, with a username
and password to access the free Wi-Fi (all day long without restrictions for social
channels and chats). Camping pass counts as personal document inside the campsite
and must be shown on request of our staff.
6. We kindly ask you to check that registration details are correct and to notify the cash
office of any changes or if anyone should arrive or leave.

UPON DEPARTURE

7. You can pay for your holiday at the Cash Office € (8.00-12.00 and
16.00-19.00) up to one day before you leave. Payments by cheque are
not accepted. Payments in cash are accepted up to a maximum of €2,000.
You should hand in:
• The Car Pass
• All entry bracelets
• All Camping Passes
8. Once you have handed in your entry bracelet after the payment, you will no
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longer be able to access AquaMarina Park.
9. At the Tour operator office E (7.00-12.00), all guests staying with a tour
operator can collect their documents, handing in: the Car Pass, all entry bracelets
and all Camping Passes.
10. €10 will be charged for each Pass that is not handed in.
11. Please be reminded that you must leave the camping village by 12 midday.
Should you leave any later, you will also be charged for the departure day.
12. Living units must be vacated by 10am.

BOOKINGS
FOR THE NEW SEASON

For the next season, it’s possible to book the living units and only the small area of
pitches indicated on the map in pink and orange, exclusively using the form Book for
the new season on our website: www.marinadivenezia.it. We will get back to you from
January. It is necessary to pay a deposit in order to confirm our booking offer.
It is possible to book emplacements in areas 31/32, Marina 2000, the living units
Aqua Lodge and Marina Open apartments only online directly on our website www.
marinadivenezia.it
Welcome to the MARINA DI VENEZIA.

Exit

Tour operator
Check-In

47

on
Together
the campsite
UNDER-18S

1. Under-18s cannot enter the camping village unless they are accompanied by a
parent and they cannot stay on a pitch or in a living unit alone, even if a parent is
present on the campsite.
2. It is forbidden to sell and give alcoholic beverages to children under 18.

VISITORS

At the discretion of the Management and after providing an identity document, it is
possible:
• to visit the camping village free of charge, entering before 7pm, for a maximum
of one hour.
• to buy a day pass in order to visit friends or relatives guest at the Camping
Village. Entrance is only allowed on foot before 7pm and visitors must leave by
11pm. Access to AquaMarina Park is forbidden.
• to stay with our Guests for a minimum of 2 nights in a row. Please be reminded
that you must leave the site by midday. Should you leave any later, you will also
be charged for the departure day.
3. Please be reminded that our Guests are under the obligation to ensure that their
visitors have duly registered and they are also responsible for the latter’s behaviour
inside the camping village.
4. Individuals accessing and remaining in the camping village without due authorisation
from the Management represents:
• a violation of Public Safety Regulations
• a violation of art. 633 of the (Italian) Penal Code (trespassing)
• a violation of art. 624 of the (Italian) Penal Code (theft of services)
• contract fraud.

PETS

It is compulsory to provide notification of any dogs upon arrival to the camping village
(max 3 dogs for each emplacement and Rex Lodge).
All dogs must comply with health regulations, as shown by vaccination records.
Other pets are only allowed at the discretion of the Management and according to the
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existing legislation.
5. All animals must be kept in such a way as to ensure that other people or belongings
are not disturbed or harmed in any way. Owners will be held responsible for any
damages to people or belongings caused by their animals.
6. Dogs must always be kept on a lead and and the person taking the dog must
always carry a muzzle. Dogs on a leash can move anywhere in the campsite with
the exception of the supermarket, the AquaMarina Park, the sanitary blocks and
everywhere it is expressly stated.
7. “Marina 8000”, pitches 71/72.. and the Rex Lodges are exclusively reserved for
Guests with dogs. For the safety of the dog, it is possible to fence off a small area,
as long as an appropriate distance is kept from neighbouring pitches to ensure free
passage, easy access to utilities and a clear escape route in case of an emergency.
8. The pitch and all areas used by the dog must be kept clean, using the biodegradable
dog waste bags provided free of charge, which must be thrown into the brown
organic waste bin.
6
9. WC services are available to shower and clean animals.
10. Owners are invited to take their dogs to the Dog Area to do their business and are
asked to remove any excrement immediately.
11. Access to the beach and to the sea is only allowed in the authorised areas.
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Offices

R (7.00-23.00)
RECEPTION
Guaranteed to be manned at night. A safety deposit box service is also available for
a fee, every day from 8.00 to 9.00 and from 18.00 to 19.00. There is also a lost and
found service.

€ (8.00-12.00 and 16.00-19.00)
CASH
OFFICE
You can pay for your holiday up to one day before you leave. Payments by cheque are
not accepted. Payments in cash are accepted up to a maximum of €2.000. You must
hand-in: the Car Pass, all entry bracelets and all Camping Passes.

CAMPING PASS OFFICE

E (9.00-13.00 and 15.00-21.00)
Guests can complete their registration and collect the camping pass.

TOUR OPERATOR OFFICE

E (7.00-12.00)
The Guests staying with a tour operator can collect their documents, handing in: The
Car Pass, all entry bracelets and all Camping Passes.

INFORMATION OFFICE

LOW SEASON (8.00-21.00), HIGH SEASON (8.00-22.00)
Guests can collect any post addressed to them, buy tickets for the bus, boat, rentals,
excursions and events and get information on markets and the local area. Marina di
Venezia gadgets are for sale.

INTERNET CORNER

LOW SEASON (8.00-21.00), HIGH SEASON (8.00-22.00)
Guests can buy codes to extend Wi-Fi times, use the computers available and print
documents.
CAMPING PASS.
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Accommodation
CAMPING & CARAVANING

Marina di Venezia camping village has approximately 3.000 pitches
‘Groups’ are defined as:
• Guests with a car and caravan
• Guests with a car and tent
• Guests with a camper van
Pitches can be freely chosen, taking the following into consideration:
1. A maximum of 7 people is allowed on each emplacement
2. There is a minimum stay for the pitches and for people.
3. It is not allowed to occupy a pitch whose number is preceded by the letter «R»
RESERVED.
4. Each pitch is clearly marked and numbered. Guests and equipment must stay within
the limits of the pitch, keeping a suitable distance from neighbouring pitches to
ensure free passage, easy access to utilities and a clear escape route in case of an
emergency. It is forbidden to fence off the pitch.
5. It is only possible to have one group per pitch. Any equipment exceeding the
standard ‘group’ shall be subject to an additional fee.
6. Each group has the right to only one drinking water outlet and one electricity socket
(10A). Emplacement SUPER (16A)
7. It is forbidden to occupy a pitch with seats, tables, bicycles, etc.
8. Every change of pitch has to be authorised by the Management.
9. The pitch must be kept perfectly clean and tidy.
10. It is forbidden to leave naked flames unattended (candles, mosquito repellents,
torches, etc.).
11. To prevent any danger and disturbance, barbecuing is only allowed in perfect
weather conditions, up until 11pm and always under supervision. Inside the living
units, it is forbidden to use gas barbecues. Before disposal, ensure that the embers
of wood or charcoal and cinders have been soaked with water and are completely
extinguished and cold.
12. It is forbidden to:
• pour boiling liquids or waste liquids onto the field
• pour waste water down the small well present on each drinking water column
• wash using the pitch’s drinking water outlet, wash dishes and laundry away from
the dedicated sinks and use water inappropriately
• wash cars and camper vans outside of the dedicated area T
• flush chemical toilets of camper vans and caravans outside of the dedicated
spaces provided in each toilet area or in the area T
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13. Washing machines and dishwashers are not allowed.
14. It is forbidden to tie verandas, canopies or any other ropes around the plants.
15. It is forbidden to dig in any way and for any reason.

LIVING UNITS

Marina di Venezia Camping Village has 400 living units.
16. Living units are only available after 5 pm and must be vacated by 10 am on the
day of departure.
17. Animals are not allowed, not even occasionally or temporarily, even if they are
kept outside of the properties. This does not apply to the REX LODGES which are
dedicated exclusively to Guests with dogs.
18. It is not allowed to install anything between the living units (tents, canopies,
caravans, fences, etc.).
19. Cars must be parked in the assigned space, marked with the letter P and the number
of the living unit.
20. Bed linen and one KIT SERVICE PLUS (face and body towels for each person) are
provided with each living unit. Please be reminded that all bed linen, including the
covers, may only be used inside the living units. Bed linen will only be changed upon
request, by asking at reception, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. It is possible to
ask for a further KIT SERVICE PLUS at the Reception paying an extra charge.
21. Out of respect for the environment, we kindly ask you only to use air-conditioning
when you are inside the living unit, keeping doors and windows closed. Upon
departure, the living unit must be left clean and tidy, free from any rubbish and
with all kitchenware clean. Should this not be the case, a cleaning fee (€100) will be
charged, along with any expenses for damages or missing items.
22. In the accommodation units provided with JACUZZI it is recommended to keep the
bathtub closed when in use.
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Life
on the campsite
THINK GREEN

1
3

Marina di Venezia sorts more than 70% of its waste for recycling purposes. We kindly
invite our Guests to sort their waste, using the containers provided throughout the
camping village, as follows:

2

NONRECYCLABLE
DRY WASTE

ORGANIC
WASTE

Food leftovers (fruit and vegetables, meat
and fish, including tea and coffee residues,
fish bones, egg shells and shellfish shells
and bones), biodegradable litters for
animals, toothpicks, serviettes, tissues.
NO: non-biodegradable materials

(Closed inside plastic bags): cutlery,
plates, plastic and ceramic glasses, CDs,
DVDs, dirty rags, rubber items, broken
toys, cotton, cotton buds, nappies and
panty-liners, greaseproof paper, saucers,
pens and markers, cosmetics.
NO: Recyclable materials, hazardous
products, small electrical appliances,
old furniture and furnishings, garden
equipment

GLASS,
PLASTIC
AND CANS

4

PAPER,
CARDBOARD
AND TETRA PAK

bottles and flasks, food or drink cans
and preserves, plastic and polystyrene
containers, shopping bags, biscuit
packets, plastic packaging for sweets and
confectionery, yoghurt tubs, nylon.
NO: plastic and rubber objects, ceramic
and porcelain, light bulbs. Please remember
to rinse plastic and glass containers before
throwing them away.

packaging cartons and packets, newspapers
and magazines, tetra pak containers,
pizza boxes without any food leftovers,
photocopying and printing paper.
NO: carbon paper, greasy or dirty paper

5

OTHER WASTE

Empty batteries: there are specific containers provided at the shops, tobacconist,
photographer and reception. Bulky waste: Reception must be notified of any small
electrical appliances, old furniture, furnishings and garden equipment to be thrown
away. Charcoal: to be thrown away with organic waste after making sure it has been
correctly put out. Oil used for frying: there are specific containers provided in the
camping village’s toilet facilities. Expired pharmaceuticals: to be handed in to the
nearest pharmacy.
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- DO NOT POUR SUBSTANCES SUCH AS OIL OR PAINT DOWN THE DRAINS.
- ALWAYS USE THE ASHTRAYS PROVIDED.
- WHEN SHOPPING, USE MATERIAL BAGS OR RECYCLED PLASTIC BAGS.

WE’D LIKE TO REMIND YOU
THAT IT’S ALSO IMPORTANT

to save energy

Marina di Venezia opts for an energy supply that contributes to reducing pollution, with
100% of its resources coming from renewable sources (the campsite’s solar panels and
suppliers of hydroelectric power).
We invite you to turn off lights and electrical equipment when they are not in use.
Only use air-conditioning when necessary, closing all doors and windows.

to reduce water consumption

The camping village saves water by recycling water for non-potable uses: for example,
more than 20,000 cm of water is recycled from the AquaMarina Park swimming pools
and is used for non-potable purposes with a network that connects 300 toilets.
We invite you to use drinking water responsibly, even through small gestures such as
turning taps off while you brush your teeth or shave. Always turn off the pitch’s water
outlet after use. Should you notice any water leaks, please notify a supervisor who will
ensure the damage is repaired as soon as possible.

to protect green areas and respect the local area

As well as safeguarding its protected surroundings, Marina di Venezia respects and
enhances the natural environment, carefully choosing tree and shrub essences and
using insecticides and mosquito repellents that have a low environmental impact. In the
campground treatments against mosquitoes are carried out, the exact day is displayed
on the notice boards of the campsite.
We invite you to respect trees, plants, flowers and to report wounded animals or birds
fallen down from their nest, without moving them. We also invite you to discover the
local area with our guided tours, allowing you to learn about locally-grown seasonal
produce.

to reduce CO2 emissions

The camping village constantly monitors its systems and promotes the use of public
transport or low-polluting vehicles. It has 15 electric cars. 300 bicycles are also available
for hire.
When visiting the local area, we invite you to use bicycles or public transport. Never
leave your car parked with the engine running.
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FOR SECURITY REASON IT’S NOT ALLOWED TO BRING GLASS BOTTLES TO
THE BEACH AFTER 9.00 PM

THE SEA

Supervision of the bathing area (lifeguard) is provided on the beach but this service is
subject to seasonal limitations. In accordance with the harbour master’s regulations, we
invite you to always respect the instructions given by the flags on the beach:
• RED: indicates danger resulting from the conditions of the sea and/or because the
lifeguard service is absent, reduced or suspended.
• YELLOW: indicates that the lifeguard service is reduced
• BLUE: indicates that the lifeguard service is up and running and that the weather
conditions are ideal and safe for bathing; no danger.
1. Watercraft (rowing, sailing, motor-driven vessels) must head out to sea following
their dedicated sailing lanes. C Bathers are not allowed to enter these lanes. Motor
boats (including jet skis) must sail at least 500 metres away from the shore, other
boats must keep a distance of at least 200 metres.
2. The owners shall be entirely responsible for the use and safekeeping of their boats
and equipment.
3. Boats may not be moored at sea and may not stop off at the water’s edge. Mooring
is only allowed in the dedicated area. V

ON THE BEACH WITH YOUR DOG

4. Marina di Venezia camping village has a well-equipped and marked area for Guests
with dogs.
5. It is compulsory to enter with a water bowl, a sun umbrella and a muzzle if necessary.
6. On the beach, dogs must always be kept on a lead and must never be left unattended.
The companion must prevent their dog from barking for a prolonged amount of time
and from behaving in an excessively lively manner.
7. Excrement must be immediately removed and disposed of in the dedicated bin.
Urine must be washed away with plenty of sea water.
8. The bathing area reserved for dogs is marked by dedicated floats. Access to the
beach is only allowed for a number of dogs that will guarantee mutual safety.

DRIVING INSIDE THE CAMPSITE

9. Safety regulations impose a maximum speed limit of 10 Km/h.
10. Please do not use your car or motorbike to get around.
11. Mopeds up to 50 cc. must be pushed by hand.
12. Cyclists are obliged to respect the speed limits and turn on their lights during the
hours of darkness. It is strictly forbidden to ride bikes in the pedestrian area and in
the underpass leading to the “Marina 2000” area. U
13. Use of electric cycles (Electroscooter, Segway etc) is allowed only to people over 18
years. Use of non-electric cycles (waveboard, scooter, skateboard, roller) is allowed
and children under 12 are allowed to use them only under strict surveillance of an
adult.
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In order to make orientation easier, above all for young children, all areas of the
campsite are marked with animal symbols.

SIESTA TIMES

14. To ensure everyone has a pleasant holiday, we kindly invite you to
maintain the utmost silence from 13.00 to 15.00 and from 23.30
to 7.00.
15. During these times, the entrance and exit to the camping village
are closed to motor vehicles.
16. During these times, it is forbidden:
• to make any noise
• to drive motor vehicles
• to assemble and disassemble tents and verandas
• to gather in noisy groups.
17. The volume of radios, televisions and electronic devices must be kept
at a minimum during the daytime, whereas their use is absolutely forbidden after
23.30.
18. At the discretion of the Management, the use of very noisy air conditioning units
may be forbidden during siesta times..

PLAY AREAS

19. The use of play areas is at the user’s own risk; in particular, parents are recommended
to keep their children under constant supervision.
20. Leo Park is open from 8.00 to 13.00 and from 15.00 to 23.00.
21. Sporting equipment may only be used following the safety instructions provided in
the set of rules displayed near to the equipment.
22. Ball games are not allowed inside the camping village.

WI-FI AND TV

The campsite is covered by a Wi-Fi signal, which can vary according to the vegetation
and weather conditions. The use of the Wi-Fi is free all day and without restrictions for
social channels and chats. Log-in details are shown on each personal Camping.Pass. WiFi extensions can be purchased at the Internet
Corner
All living units have 60 international,
pre-set television channels, which are
listed on our website. Super pitches have
a digital TV connection, with 60 pre-set
channels. Just connect the television
directly to the socket on the column
and launch an automatic channel search
(a decoder is not necessary).
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Aquamarina Park

1. Only Guests staying in the camping village with entry bracelets are allowed to enter
Aquamarina Park
2. Children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult.
3. AquaMarina Park offers 10 swimming pools, with different shapes, sizes and depths.
4. Children under 120 cm are not allowed in the big slides 4 and 11 . Children under 12
aren’t allowed in the whirlpool. 7 8 9
5. It is forbidden for children over 120cm tall to access the slides in the lagoon swimming
pool (number 3 ) and the slides of the fantastic castle (number 1 ).
6. Before entering the pools, always remember to shower and wash your feet.
7. Swimming costumes must be worn in the pools.
8. Sun umbrellas, chairs, deckchairs, mattresses, inflatables or swimming accessories are
not allowed in the pools.
9. It is forbidden to dive, climb on the rocks, run and push other people.
10. Dogs and other animals are not allowed to enter.
11. It is forbidden to bring in glass or food.
12. Please remember to always use the ashtrays and throw any rubbish in the bins
provided.

WARNING

13. Only Guests of the camping village can use AquaMarina Park.
14. The management shall not be held liable for any accidents or damages to people
or belongings inside AquaMarina Park that have been caused by bathers’ careless
behaviour.
15. All those who behave in an improper and/or immoral way will be removed from
AquaMarina Park.
16. Deckchairs and parasols are available at a charge.
17. Sporting equipment is used at the user’s own risk.
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1

rt
SandpoEntertainment
THE ENTERTAINMENT TEAM IS ON THE CAMPSITE FROM FRIDAY 2ND APRIL
TO FRIDAY 8TH OCTOBER. IN LOW SEASON WE WILL GUARANTEE A “SOFT”
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM. INFORMATION AND ENROLLMENTS AT THE
ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE. A . THE ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE IS OPEN FROM
09.30 – 12.00 AND FROM 15.30-17.00.
LEO MINICLUB 4-8 YEARS

JUNIOR AND TEENY CLUB 9-17 YEARS

Detective Day

Animaday

Group games

Beach Games

Green Lab

Beach Volley

Kites Day

Orienteering

Little Scientist

Wild Camp

Sand sculptures

Frisbee

Mermaids school

Mixtreme

Pool games

Detective Day

Kid’s got talent

Circus school

Circus school

Mermaids school
Archery

FITNESS

Beach soccer

Soft Gym

Basket

Total Body Workout

Social Contents

Spinning

Photography course

Hydrobike
Acquagym

SPORT

Water Yoga

Beach Volley

DANCE

Archery

Ballet School

Beach Soccer

Musical Academy

Frisbee

Hip Hop School

Basket

Splash Dance

Football Academy (5-12 years)
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ACTIVITIES FOR A FEE THAT CAN BE RESERVED AT THE ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE
Pony riding
Private swimming lessons
Private archery lessons
OTHER ACTIVITIES FOR A FEE
Windsurf
Scuba diving
Pottery decoration
Bluesplash
Leo Golf
Leo World
Gommaland
Water sport center
Funny train

We wait for you at our Animation Office in Piazza Marina with your Camping Pass for
any info regarding our activities and enrollments. Programs are also displayed at our
info showcases inside the campsite. Beginning and end times of the activities vary
according to the season.
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Safety
FIRE PREVENTION

Almost all fires that occur in outdoor tourist complexes are caused by Guests’
equipment. For your safety and for the safety of others, we strongly ask that you pay
the utmost attention and carefully follow our recommendations. Our staff know how
to deal with emergency situations. Our systems and equipment comply with safety
regulations.
Gas containers and appliances represent the greatest risk factor, as they are both
a source of fire and a highly explosive material. Therefore:
1. It is allowed to keep gas bottles on the pitch for a maximum of 20 kg in total.
2. Keep gas cylinders in the shade, keeping them visible.
3. Avoid using chains, padlocks or locks which could hinder their removal should this
become necessary.
4. Check that the cylinder is correctly connected to the system and that the tube
complies with applicable regulations.
5. Never leave electric equipment switched on in your absence. Ovens and hobs,
ventilators and heaters are particularly dangerous.
6. Do not plug more than one electric appliance into a single socket. Do not use
multiple plugs.
7. do not light up fires (with the exception of those produced by cooking equipments)
inside living units.
8. It is allowed to use gas or charcoal barbeques, as long as they are kept at least 1,5
mt. away from the living unit (caravan, tent, veranda, cloth) hedges or trees. Point
out the nearest fire extinguisher to your unit.
9. barbeque area must be clean from dried vegetation: foliage, pine needles, fuzzy
pollen from poplar trees must be removed in order to avoid ignition and flame
propagation.
10. do not throw barbeque embers into the garbage unless you are sure that these are
completely extinguished; if necessary wet the embers before throwing them.
11. It is forbidden to leave naked flames unattended (use adequate support for candles
and mosquito repellents, torches etc.).
The management authorises staff to put out these flames if they are left unattended.
Please take care when using flammable materials. Park your vehicle inside your pitch in
order to allow the transit of rescue vehicles in case of emergency.

WHEN TO ALERT MEMBERS OF STAFF

1.
2.
3.
4.

As soon as you notice even a little bit of smoke
As soon as you smell burning
As soon as you see a fire
The emergency number to inform the reception is
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+39 041 5302555

EMERGENCY PLAN - INSTRUCTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Keep calm
Immediately stop what you’re doing
Remove all plugs from the power supply
If the fire is small and you feel able to do so, try to put it out using an extinguisher.
Do not use water if the fire involves electrical systems
Never put your own safety at risk
Never enter an area that’s full of smoke alone.
Never allow the flames to come between you and the exit.
Get to the meeting point marked on the map DO NOT PUSH, DO NOT SHOUT,
DO NOT RUN

In case of fire, immediately raise the alarm by calling

+39 041 5302555.

FIRST AID

12. The camping village has a Doctor’s Surgery.
The service is provided at a charge
(fees are on display). The Doctor is present 24 hours a day in the high season and will
see outpatients during the times indicated.
13. The camping village has a landing pad for the emergency helicopter.
14. WARNING: infectious diseases or suspected infectious diseases must be immediately
reported to the doctor or to the campsite Management!
15. In the Camping Village there is a phara-farmacy.
16. Pharmacies are located in Ca’ Savio, Treporti, Ca’ Ballarin and Cavallino.
17. In Ca’Savio there is a first aid station.

VET

18. The camping village has a Veterinary Service
19. The vet is present from Monday to Saturday at the
If necessary, please contact the Reception.

for a fee.
during the times indicated.

SECURITY

20. Security is guaranteed by a surveillance service that is present 24 hours a day.
21. During the high season, a daytime security service is also guaranteed along the
shore to avoid guests being disturbed by pedlars.

SUPERVISORS (STAFF)

Supervisors must ensure that Guests correctly follow the Rules. Supervisors can also be
contacted for any emergency or notification and are on hand to provide information.
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Responsibility

The very nature of the camping village and the characteristics of its surroundings
imply that the area is naturally fragmented. Should anything happen as a result of this
circumstance, the Management declines all responsibility.
1. Although continuous surveillance is guaranteed in the camping village, the
Management shall not be held liable for any thefts and loss or removal of valuables
that weren’t expressly placed in safe deposit.
2. The Management shall not be held liable for damages caused by other Guests, acts
of vandalism, weather events and natural disasters, trees, branches or pine cones
falling, fire insects, epidemics or diseases, including plant diseases.
3. As guaranteed by Regulation (EU) 2016/679, we hereby inform you that personal
data will be processed lawfully and correctly, fully protecting the rights of Guests
and, in particular, their privacy. The privacy policy is available from Reception.
4. The Management of the camping village has the right to expel anyone who doesn’t
respect the regulations provided for by the present set of Rules. Expelled or
reprimanded Guests will not be allowed to enter the camping village unless they
have new and specific authorisation to do so from the Management.
5. We kindly request that you promptly inform the camping village Reception of any
complaints

Certifications

Marina di Venezia is committed to creating the right conditions to make each Guest’s
stay a truly unique experience, in a place that combines relaxation and well-being
with respect for the environment and sustainable development. This also allows for
improvements in terms of service quality: at Marina di Venezia, an integrated QualityEnvironmental Management System has been created and implemented, in accordance
with the international standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 450001.

AWARDS

Marina di Venezia camping village has received international awards from ADAC, ANWB
and DCU, in recognition of the high quality of its facilities and its constant commitment
to improving its range of services. The main web portals class Marina di Venezia as being
a top destination in terms of high levels of customer satisfaction.

BLUE
FLAG

2020
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YOUR OPINION
IS IMPORTANT TO US

Please fill in the brief questionnaire that you’ll receive via email. It’s
very important to us and it will allow us to pay increasing attention
to your needs, meeting your expectations all the more.

GADGETS

You will find our gadgets at the information office.

BLUE
FLAG

2018
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TREVISO
Airport

San Donà
di Piave

E70 motorway

Torcello
Burano

Treporti
Terminal

Murano

Cavallino
Jesolo

Punta
Sabbioni
Terminal

Lido di VENEZIA

Linee di collegamento ACTV
Linea 14-15 per Venezia-Lido
(terminal Punta Sabbioni)
Linea 12 per Burano,
Mazzorbo, Murano, Venezia
(terminal Treporti).

ACTV-Verbindungslinien
Linie 14-15 nach Venezia-Lido
(Terminal Punta Sabbioni)
Linie 12 nach Burano,
Mazzorbo, Murano, Venezia
(Terminal Treporti).

ACTV boat routes
Number 14-15 for Venice-Lido
(Punta Sabbioni terminal)
Number 12 for Burano,
Mazzorbo, Murano, Venice
(Treporti terminal).

Tour
operator

Zona
prenotata
Reservierbarer
Bereich
Reserved zone

SuperPlatz
- WIFI
Booking
- 16A
on line
- SAT

Zona libera
Freies Areal
Free zone

Zona clienti
con cane
Hundeplatz
Dog zone

Luogo
di raccolta
Treffpunkt
Meeting point

Piano
di emergenza
Notfallplan
Emergency
plan

EMERGENCY CALL

+39 041 5302555

MARINA DI VENEZIA Camping Village
Via Montello, 6
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)
Italy
Tel. +39 041 5302 511
camping@marinadivenezia.it
www.marinadivenezia.it
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